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A B S T R A C T

Users can benefit from using an auxiliary peripheral that could mit-
igate many concerns with direct text-entry on wearable devices. I
introduce ThumbText, a thumb-operated text-entry approach for a
ring-sized touch surface. Through a multi-part exploration, I first
identify a suitable discretization of the miniature touch surface for
thumb input. I then design a number of two-step selection techniques
for supporting the input of at least 28 characters. On a miniature
touch surface, I find that a continuous touch-slide-lift selection tech-
nique in a 2×3 grid discretization offers improved performance gains
over other selection methods. Finally, I evaluate ThumbText against
techniques also designed for wearable devices and find that Thumb-
Text (11.41 words-per-minute) allows for higher text-entry rates than
SwipeBoard (6.49 words-per-minute) and H4-Writer (6.83 words-per-
minute). I finally demonstrate that with ThumbText, users can benefit
from a unique text-entry technique that transfers well across different
wearable displays, such as smartwatches and head-worn displays.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Ubiquitous computing has been increasingly spotlighted in the last

few decades due to its potential capability and advance in supporting

technology [2], offering context awareness from embedded sensors.

The concept of ubiquitous computing is that its user has access to

information anytime and anywhere [16]. Recent display technologies

allow various types of output and visualization techniques. However,

these need to be used with suitable interaction techniques since it

sometimes does not work well enough with traditional methods [2]. It

is therefore necessary to offer display independent techniques. Since

advanced display technologies offer novel opportunities to work with

information almost everywhere, it is still an open question as to how

and which interaction, specifically, input technique, should be used

regarding user’s preference and comfort. Much of this technology

relies on direct touch input for each device including smartphones

and smartwatches.

The steady miniaturization and improved functionality of wearable

devices have made these technologies prominent among consumers’

digital ecosystem. However, supporting common tasks, such as text-

entry, is still an open challenge [41]. While wearables devices are

primarily suited at displaying notifications, there are many instances

that warrant entering text, such as to quickly reply to an SMS, for
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brief web queries, and for general input. Recent solutions have ad-

dressed some of the challenges for text-entry on smartwatches [13,

22, 24, 41] and head-worn-displays (HWDs) [21], the two more pop-

ular wearable platforms available today. While such approaches are

optimized for each device, significant design iterations are needed to

make them usable across devices. For example, novel design consider-

ations were necessary for facilitating the transfer of a text-entry tech-

nique designed for smartwatches platform (SwipeBoard [13]) onto a

HWD [21]. Offering a text-entry mechanism that works across mul-

tiple wearable devices provides the opportunity to design-once and

reuse often. Such an approach mitigates concerns peculiar to any one

device, such as finger occlusion on smartwatches [54], or fatigue [23]

and social awkwardness on HWDs [21].

One promising solution is the use of wearable text-entry peripherals

[18, 20, 28, 31, 34, 40, 48]. Such devices allow for indirect input and

can be used, if designed appropriately, across more than one wearable

display. However, existing peripherals come at a cost. Some require

users to hold it, which minimizes the use of an entire hand that can

often be indispensable in mobile and wearable contexts [29, 49]. In

other cases, the peripherals require a steep learning curve, making

them unusable for short activity bursts [40, 53].

For the text-entry task on wearable devices, no current peripheral is

able to satisfy the following design requirements:

miniaturization: the peripheral should ideally be as small as

possible to avoid holding it, but yet not too small to detract

significantly from its core task
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one-handed operation: given the requirements for one-handed

operation while on-the-go, users should be able to enter text

with one hand only

self-contained: for optimum mobility, users should not be re-

quired to depend on additional materials or surfaces for text-

entry

unified input: users should be able to apply the same text-entry

approach across wearable devices

As a result, my thesis designs, implements and evaluates a novel

’wearable-device’ agnostic technique that makes text-entry possible

via thumb input onto a miniature touchpad affixed to the thumb’s

opposing fingers (index or middle finger). As such, this offers a one-

handed indirect input, with subtle finger movements [12], and inde-

pendent of the associated wearable display devices. Such a device can

be used to operate smartwatches, HWDs, and possibly facilitate input

during eyes and hands-busy operations.

Through a multipart design process, I first identify a suitable lo-

cation for affixing a miniaturized touchpad onto the thumb’s oppos-

ing fingers. I then assess the thumb’s dexterity on this surface by

carefully discretizing the available input space. The ideal discretiza-

tion patterns is then used to map alphabet characters onto touchpad

positions. While operating this new technique paired with a smart-

watch, the technique outperforms existing state-of-the-art text-entry

techniques. Lastly, minimizing performance loss between wearable

devices is evaluated in a study involving novice users, and reveals

that there is only minimal loss on performance between devices.
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My contributions include:

A text entry technique that can be used for multiple devices,

such as smartwatches and head-worn displays

A series of experiment validating the text entry technique

Empirical results showing the thumb’s performance on a small

touchpad

My thesis is structured as follow:

1. Motivations and challenges

2. Literature review - discusses existing text-entry hardware and

software

3. Apparatus for the experiments in this thesis

4. Investigation about the relationship between the human thumb

and a small touchpad

5. Validation and Evaluation of the technique

6. Conclusion and Future works



2
M O T I VAT I O N

My goal is to design a text-entry approach that can be used across

wearable devices. The main benefit of such work resides in the fact

that all wearable displays can use the same text-entry technique and

input device, minimizing the transfer cost when switching from one

device to another. Additionally, one can imagine near-future wearable

displays such a contact lenses [33] having limited input capabilities,

thus benefiting from methods such as the one I propose. I describe

the requirements leading up to my design rationale and the challenges

related to the goal of this work.

2.1 requirements

I identify the following common requirements based on the context

in which wearable devices are used. Since I focus on text-entry for any

wearable device, my input mechanism needs to accommodate indirect

input, i.e. where the input space is separated from the display. Fur-

thermore, the use of wearable devices for mobility implies scenarios

in which the users’ hands are busy, like holding a bus handle. Hence

the device needs to operate in one-handed modes. As both the device

and the input technique need only one hand, the device needs to be

worn, without being actively held. Finally, mobility also suggests use
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in varying contexts, thus requiring resistance to environment noise

(e.g., sound or light). The above criteria eliminate a number of de-

vices, such as chording input devices or one-handed keyboards [34]

as these need to be actively held, and sound-based input [47] as this is

not resistant to environment noise. I avoid mid-air finger gestures as

such interaction can cause fatigue and is a source of jitters [15]. Based

on the above requirements, I settle on using a ring form factor as it

easily satisfies all these requirements. Other wearable form factors are

also possible, however, a ring is socially acceptable, always accessible

and convenient [4, 30] as a wearable device. Using the ring as a touch-

pad is a good way to provide a form-factor adapted for finger input

[56] and to minimize the input footprint, i.e. the amount of area con-

sumed by the input [9]. To do so, I want to maximize the bandwidth

of two fingers interaction [6]: as fingers working together offer a better

information processing rate (4.5 bits/s for pinch gestures) than other

body parts such as the wrist (4.1 bits/s) or a finger alone (3.0 bits/s).

Thus, my goal is to design a text-entry for any wearable display, us-

ing a touch-sensitive ring form-factor involving two fingers: the finger

wearing the ring and its opposing thumb.

2.2 challenges

Providing a ubiquitous text-entry technique on a ring touchpad

presents numerous challenges. These challenges are related to both

the input and display space. A touchpad affixed to a ring needs to

be small for comfort and social acceptability. Thus, the input space
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will be limited. The standard deviation of an eye-free tap gesture per-

formed with the thumb on a mobile phone is X=2.59mm and Y=4.05mm

[50]. This means that on a 1cm x 1cm touchpad, I can theoretically

place 1cm2 / (0.259cm × 0.405cm): approxmiately 9 items that could

comfortably be selected eyes-free. Human resolution can go up to

0.17mm when the index finger is directly in contact with a surface

[8]. However, it is not clear if this result applies to thumb input with

a different form-factor such as the ring touchpad where input and

output spaces are separated. My first experiment shows that users

can select up to 8 items with the thumb on cells as small as 0.26cm2

on a 1.8cm×1.3cm ring touchpad. My device should allow users to

perform text-entry tasks on any wearable display. Devices such as

smartwaches and smartglasses offer relatively small displays. Thus,

the interaction technique should consider a simple and minimalistic

virtual keyboard layout. My second experiment explores the effect

of the graphical design of the keyboard layout. My third and fourth

experiments evaluate my technique in different difficulties (e.g. en-

tering less frequent English characters). My last experiment explores

the effects of different output devices on my final technique, namely

ThumbText. Results show that ThumbText accommodates text-entry

well on two common wearable displays, the smartwatch and smart-

glasses.
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L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W

I first present peripherals devised and applicable to text-entry in

wearable contexts. I then review text-entry techniques, making the

distinction between one- and multi-step techniques on small input

devices.

3.1 peripheral devices and applicability

I discuss the relationship between wearable peripheral devices and

my design requirements. I only discuss physical devices which come

with an associated text-entry technique.

3.1.1 Handheld Devices

Twiddler [34] is a one-handed keyboard device that allows user to

input characters. Text-entry rates can reach 60 word per minute on

average. However, Twiddler requires user to hold a physical device

on one hand, preventing users to perform other task while holding it.

GesText [28] uses accelerometer based gestures for text entry by defin-

ing a number of directional gestures to enter characters using only

accelerometer data. However, this requires users to hold the device in
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one hand. Handheld devices do not satisfy my miniaturization design

requirement.

3.1.2 Wristband Devices

One-Key Keyboard [31] uses a touch-sensitive surface attached to

the wrist for text-entry. The prototype provides haptic feedback to

produce a touch experience similar to mechanical keyboards. Palm-

Type [48] uses an array of IR sensors embedded on a wristband to

detect finger touch on the palm. PalmType allows users to input char-

acters by projecting a virtual keyboard onto the palm. Touch-Sensitive

Wristband [18] enables touch interaction directly on the wristband.

This solution avoids using on-screen space to display the keyboard.

However, these wristband solutions force users to interact with both

hands: one for wearing the wristband, one for typing. Therefore, this

does not meet my one-handed requirement.

3.1.3 Ring Devices

TypingRing [40] is a text-entry technique which allows users to type

letters with three fingers on any solid surface. Similarly, TAP [26]

allows users to type text with chorded input on a near-by surface.

Both TypingRing and TAP require a solid surface in the proximity of

the user and as such are not self-contained.

Wearable rings that provide auxiliary buttons or a touch surface

offer a promising solution. They do not need to be held, they can op-
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erate in one-handed mode, and are self-contained. Instead of relying

on an external surface for input, touch can be directly embedded on

the device itself.

3.2 one-step text-entry techniques

One-step text-entry techniques on a small device consists in gesture-

based input to overcome space limitation issues. EdgeWrite [52] al-

lows users to input letters by performing sequences of hits in the cor-

ners of a square, offering improved entry-rates compared to Graffiti

[10]. However, input vocabularies [10, 52] require users to pre-learn

gestures, an often heavy burden for pick-up-and-use contexts. One

solution to overcome memory limitations is to select a letter on a cus-

tom keyboard layout. However, techniques enabling users to select

28+ letters on a soft-keyboard need to consider space limitation issues.

Two solutions can overcome space limitations: technology-based and

interaction-based approaches. Technology-based solutions use statis-

tical inference of imprecise actions. This is the case of WatchWriter

[19], InvisiBoard [38], or COMPASS [55]. However, such solutions rely

on automatic corrections and predictions that can be detrimental in

specific scenarios, e.g., out-of-vocabulary words and non-alphabetical

characters [19]. Interaction-based techniques propose to select a letter

via an explicit disambiguation step using a second modality (e.g., Tilt-

Text [51], TiltType [42] or GesText [28]), such as a wrist rotation. In

this work, I focus on techniques using only one modality: one finger

touch.
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3.3 multi-step text-entry techniques

I distinguish between techniques focusing on soft keyboard manip-

ulation, and techniques focusing on cluster of characters.

First, text-entry techniques can propose to manipulate the soft key-

board visualization. With ZoomBoard [41], the area surrounding a

first tap position is zoomed-in so that a second tap can comfortably

select a letter. However, since the area is defined by the first tap, an

absolute second tap might not be precise enough when the input and

output spaces are decoupled, as with indirect input. ZShift [32] cre-

ates a callout of a magnified portion of the keyboard occluded by the

finger touch. However, the zoomed callout requires a display space

above the keyboard that might not be always available. Virtual Sliding

QWERTY [11] displays only a portion of the soft keyboard to display

larger characters. Users can pan the keyboard to reveal hidden char-

acters. On the same principle, SplitBoard [24] displays only one half

of a QWERTY keyboard at a time. Users can swipe horizontally to

switch between each half-keyboard. DriftBoard [45] allows users to

pan a soft keyboard to select characters via an on-screen pointer at a

fixed location. The indirection touch/pointer overcomes the fat-finger

problem.

Second, text-entry techniques can propose multiple characters per

area followed by a disambiguation step. For instance, with Quikwrit-

ing [43], once the stylus enters a zone, the user can choose a letter

within this zone by moving to another one and moving back to the

resting zone. 8Pen [1] builds on Quikwriting and allows users to

choose which subgroup they want to select a character from by mov-
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ing their finger in a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction. Several

other techniques adopt the same strategy with different discretization

layouts. With MessagEase [39], users perform a first tap to select a

cluster of characters, followed by a slide and lift action to further re-

fine the selection. Other techniques build on MessagEase by using dif-

ferent layouts [7], by reducing the number of characters in each area

[44], or by integrating a predictive mechanism [17]. The H4 family,

e.g., H4-Writer [36] and H4-TEG [5] extend the concept of ’two-steps’

to multiple steps depending on the frequency of characters. Thus,

frequent characters are selected with two actions, while less frequent

characters are selected with 4+ actions. Since H4 operates with only

four buttons, I hypothesize that this technique can also be adapted

on a small ring touchpad. With SwipeBoard [13], users perform two

swipe gestures to enter a letter: the first swipe gesture selects one zone

out of nine, the second swipe gesture selects a letter contained in the

previously selected zone. SwipeZone [21] extends the SwipeBoard

technique to consider the specific form factor of Google Glass’ lateral

touchpad. Authors chose to base their technique on SwipeBoard since

(1) the discrete nature of the input interaction is well suited for limited

input spaces, and (2) the technique does not require users to perform

precise absolute touch selection. Thus, SwipeBoard is also a good

candidate to adapt on a small ring touchpad device.

None of the above techniques were designed specifically for an in-

direct ring form-factor for text-entry on wearable devices. In the re-

mainder of this paper, I present my design process for ThumbText.
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A P PA R AT U S

I describe my ring prototype, and the hardware and software appa-

ratus used in my studies.

4.1 ring prototype

Figure 4.1: The prototype used

The ring prototype (4.1) consists of a MTCH6102 Low-Powered Pro-

jected Capacitive Touch Controller on top of customized printed cir-

cuit board. The touch sensitive area is 18mm×13mm with a resolution

of 256×160 pixels. The prototype device communicates with an Ar-

duino Fio V3 via the I2C protocol.
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4.2 software

For every studies in this thesis, the main software is implemented

in C# with the Unity3D 5 game engine. The software is able to detect

basic touch surface gestures, including tap and swipes in different

directions. I did not use built in functions that is built in the micro-

controller to avoid latency and have better control over the specific

gesture set for the experiments.

4.3 settings

Figure 4.2: Smartwatch: iMacwear M7

All of the studies were conducted in a controlled setting in lab. The

custom software ran on a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7-3770 with 8GM RAM
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Figure 4.3: Smartglasses: Epson Moverio BT-200

computer. The ring prototype (i.e. Arduino board) communicated

with the main software via USB. Participants were sitting approxi-

mately 50cm away in front of a Dell U2312HM with 1920x1080 reso-

lution desktop monitor. Wearable display devices were an iMacwear

M7 smartwatch(4.2) and the Epson Moverio BT-200 smartglasses (4.3).

Data communication between the main software and the ring (resp.

Wearable displays) was done via USB (resp. Wi-Fi).





5
I N V E S T I G AT I O N O F H U M A N L I M I TAT I O N

5.1 experiment 1 : precision

My objective is to get users to input more than 28 characters. Thus,

in the first experiment, I explore the performance of thumb input on

a ring touchpad (i.e. Precision of the thumb using touchpad).

5.1.1 Factors

I consider three experimental factors: the shape used to discretize

the touchpad for selection purpose, the level of discretization and the

finger to which is attached the ring touchpad.

Figure 5.1: Discretizations and Shape
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discretization shape I consider three discretization shapes:

linear, grid and radial.

Linear: A linear discretization is the simplest form (5.1). I choose

the horizontal discretization, adapted to the wider form factor of

our prototype. The linear shape is meant to prevent errors from

vertical motions. However, the linear discretization can limit the

number of unique areas.

Grid: A grid-shaped discretization divides the touchpad into

rectangular areas (5.1). A grid offers larger areas than the linear

discretization for horizontal precision, but requires users to be

precise in the vertical direction.

Radial: Finally, a radial-shaped discretization divides the touch-

pad into triangular areas radiating from the touchpad center

(5.1). Compared to the grid-shaped discretization, a radial lay-

out offers larger selectable areas near the edges of the touchpad

which gives users haptic feedback when performing eyes-free

selections.

discretization level : I also explored the number of areas

that could be defined on the touchpad. I consider discretization levels

of 4, 8, 16 and 32 areas. Levels of the linear discretization are equal to

the number of columns. Levels of the grid discretization lead to 2×2,

2×4, 4×4 and 4×8 grid sizes (5.1). I choose more columns than rows to

fit our prototype wider form-factor. Levels of the radial discretization

are equal to the number of triangles, with all areas occupying the same

surface area.
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finger : I consider two fingers on which to attach the ring touch-

pad: the index and the middle finger.

Index Finger: The index finger is the first finger opposite to the

thumb: the thumb can hence reach the touchpad quickly and

easily.

Middle Finger: The middle finger offers the advantage to keep

the index finger free while still allowing a comfortable access

to the touchpad. Keeping the index free is a desirable property

to offer additional input in the future like pointing at a distant

display or tapping on the ring to switch between lower-case and

upper-case modes.

5.1.2 Participants

A total of 12 participants (5 females), between 19 and 35 years old

(M=23.16, SD=4.08), were recruited from the local community. 11 of

them were right-handed and one was ambidextrous. 11 participants

had 3+ years experience with touch sensitive devices, including smart

phones and tablets. Finally, 5 participants had experience with wear-

able devices such as smartwatches and smartglasses for over a year.

5.1.3 Procedure

The experiment lasted 30 minutes per participants after which they

filled a questionnaire for qualitative data. The task consisted in se-

lecting a coloured target displayed on a screen in front of the user. I
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asked participants to not look at the ring touchpad or their fingers to

assess the precision during eyes-free selection. They were instructed

(i) to be as accurate and as fast as possible, and (ii) to wear the ring on

their finger’s middle phalanx. Participants could practice for a minute

before each condition. The target to select was colored in blue. Par-

ticipants validated the target selection by lifting the thumb from the

ring touchpad. Participants were instructed to select a target by tap-

ping on the touchpad as close as possible to the target. If they needed

to correct the landing position, (1) the current area corresponding to

the actual thumb position turned red, and (2) participants could slide

the thumb toward the target area. Once the thumb was in the target

area, the target area turned green and users could lift their thumb to

validate the selection. Auditory feedback indicated success or failure,

and participants could rest before the next trial.

5.1.4 Experimental Design

I used a repeated-measure within-participant design. The indepen-

dent variables were the discretization Shape (linear, grid, radial), the

discretization Level (4, 8, 16, 32) and the Finger (index, middle). The

ordering of Finger and Shape was counterbalanced across participants

using a Latin-square design. The ordering of Level followed an in-

creasing difficulty: from level 4 to 32. The experiment was split into

two phases: one for each finger. Each phase contained three blocks,

i.e. one block per technique. Each block consisted in 4 series of trials,

one per discretization level. For each condition, I collected 20 success-
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ful selections. In case of an error, the selection was re-queued to the

pool of remaining selections. This design ensured the collection of 3

shapes × 4 discretization levels × 2 fingers × 20 successful selections = 480

acquisitions per participants, hence a total of 5760 acquisitions.

5.1.5 Experiment 1: result

The main dependent measures for the task were the selection time

and the error rate defined as:

ER =
Number of Errors

Number of Success + Number of Errors

I collected a total 8340 trials, including 5760 successful selections and

2580 failed selections.

5.1.5.1 Error Rate

I found a significant effect of Shape on the error rate [F2,26=49.81,

p<0.001, ηp2=0.82]: Grid offers a better accuracy than radial [p<0.01],

which gives a better accuracy than linear [p<0.001]. I also found a

significant effect of Level [F3,26=70.23, p<0.0001, ηp2=0.86] with each

level being significantly more error prone than the previous smaller

one [p<0.001]. I did not find any significant effect of Finger on the

error rate [F1,26=4.32, p=0.06]. The grid and radial shapes are sig-

nificantly different only for the discretization level 16 [F2,33=22.04,

p<0.001, ηp2=0.67] (5.2). In contrast, the linear shape is significantly

different from the two other shapes as soon as level 8 [F2,33=15.85,

p<0.001, ηp2=0.59].
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(a) Error Rate (%)

Figure 5.2: Experiment 1 results

5.1.5.2 Selection Time

(a) Selection Time (sec.)

Figure 5.3: Experiment 1 results
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I consider only successful trials for the selection time analysis. I

applied a log transform to my data to satisfy the normality and ho-

mogeneity of variances assumptions. Figures show non-transformed

data. I performed two-ways ANOVAs and accounted for repeated

measures by treating participants as a random variable. I used multi-

ple pairwise t-test comparisons with a Bonferroni correction for post-

hoc tests.

I found a significant main effect of Shape [F2,26=48.49, p<0.00001,

ηp2=0.82] and Levels [F3,26=96.97, p<0.00001, ηp2=0.90], but no effect

of Finger [F1,26=0.75, p=0.40] on the selection time. Post-hoc tests re-

veal a significant difference between all shapes [p<0.001]. Grid leads

to faster selection times than radial, which leads to faster selection

times than linear. I also found significant differences between all dis-

cretization Levels [p<0.001]: the more discretized areas, the longer the

selection time (5.3). I did not find any interaction effect.

5.1.6 Discussion

From the results, I infer the need for a two-step interaction tech-

nique to input 28+ characters on my ring touchpad. Large discretiza-

tion levels led to poor performances in terms of both the selection

time and the accuracy. Since (1) the grid-shaped discretization of-

fers a better precision than the linear and radial discretization, and

(2) participants’ preferences lean toward the grid discretization (5.4,

A), I focus on two-step interaction techniques using the grid-shaped

discretization. Regarding the finger to which the ring touchpad is at-
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Figure 5.4: Preference on Shape

Figure 5.5: Preference on Finger

tached, I did not find any significant difference. However, it seems

that participants preferred using the ring on the index finger (5.5, B).

I hence use the index finger for the remaining studies.
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5.1.6.1 Visualization of finger movement

(a) Visualization of Linear with
index finger

(b) Visualization of Linear with
middle finger

(c) Visualization of Grid with in-
dex finger

(d) Visualization of Grid with
middle finger

(e) Visualization of Radial with
index finger

(f) Visualization of Radial with
middle finger

Figure 5.6: Visualizations of Finger trail

Here are the visualizations of finger movements tracked during the

experiment. Each stroke represents a single target selection sequence,

i.e finger landing on the touch surface, finger moving for correction,

and finger lifting for validation. In these visualizations, landing posi-

tion is coloured in red and lifting position is coloured in cyan, with

a gradient in-between to display the finger movement. Each shape

visualization shows that the finger trail follows the cell shape. For
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example, participants moved their finger linearly on the Linear shape

and with rectangular pattern on the Grid shape. This indicates that

the shape of the discretization might force the finger movement to

follow certain patterns.

5.2 experiment 2 : technique design

My approach to increase the number of selectable areas on a ring

touchpad involves a two-step concept: a top-level for selecting a clus-

ter of letters, and a lower-level for selecting a single character.

5.2.1 Factors

layouts I consider a way to increase the number of selectable

areas on a ring touchpad: involving a two-step approach: a top-level

and nested within a lower-level.

Figure 5.7: Tap interaction using Grid4× Grid8

Grid4-Grid8: I first consider the simplest grid shaped discretiza-

tion: 4 areas. The second step can use a discretization of 8 areas,

offering 4× 8 = 32 characters (5.7). Once a top-level area is se-

lected, the associated characters are displayed in a grid-8 design.
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Figure 5.8: Touch and Lift interaction using Grid6× Grid6

The second step has two potential drawbacks. First, a discretiza-

tion level of 8 is more difficult to use than a smaller one. Second,

the two steps use a different layout which could impose a cogni-

tive load on users when transitioning between these two steps.

Grid6-Grid6: I hence consider another alternative. A discretiza-

tion level of 6 is in-between the 4 and 8 levels. It offers a good

compromise for both the first and second steps. In addition,

since both steps use the same layout, users do not have to switch

their mental model of the discretization during the transition.

This design offers the possibility to select 6× 6 = 36 characters

(5.8).

input techniques For both Layouts, I explore different input

techniques:

Tap: users perform (i) a first tap to select a cluster of characters

from the top-level cells, and (ii) a second tap to select a character

from the lower-level cells (5.7). I designate designs using the ’tap’

keyword and the discretization used, i.e. Tap-4-8 and Tap-6-6.

Touch and lift: users (i) touch an area to select a cluster of char-

acters, (ii) can move their thumb on the touchpad to navigate in
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the lower-level, and (iii) validate their selection by lifting their

thumb from the touchpad (5.8). This input technique allows

users to select a ’main character’ in each top-level area without

sliding to other discretized lower-level area, i.e. 4 with Grid4-

Grid8 and 6 with Grid6-Grid6. Such main characters could be

based on the letter frequency in the user’s language. I desig-

nate these designs using the ’lift’ keyword and the discretization

used, i.e. Lift-4-8 and Lift-6-6.

5.2.2 Participants

8 participants (4 females), ages between 19 and 37 (M=27.1, SD=7.98)

volunteered for the experiment. All of them had experience with

touch sensitive devices, three of participants had < 1-year experience

with wearable devices.

5.2.3 Procedure

The experiment lasted about 1 hour per participants after which

they filled a questionnaire to get qualitative data. Participants selected

a character using one of the four designs described above. A trial con-

sisted in a character selection. The character to select was displayed

on top of layout. Visual feedback consisted in a blue colouration of

the area in which the thumb was on. Auditory feedback indicated

the success of the selection. Participants could rest before starting the
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next trial. Minimal training was allowed to ensure that participants

understood the task.

5.2.4 Experiment Design

The task used a repeated-measure within-participant design with

Designs (Tap-4-8, Tap-6-6, Lift-4-8, Lift-6-6) as an independent vari-

able. The ordering of Designs was counterbalanced across participants

using a Latin-square design. The task was divided into 4 blocks: one

for each Design. Each block consisted of 10 sequences of trials. In

each sequence, participants had to select 8 letters. The 8 letters and

character positions were randomly chosen for the 1st sequence and

remained the same until switching the Design. I then considered two

distinct repetition blocks with 5 successive sequences of trials each.

The independent variables were the Design and the Repetition (1, 2). I

collected 4 designs × 8 characters × 10 repetitions = 320 acquisitions

per participant, for a total of 3200 acquisitions.

5.2.5 Result

The main dependent measures for the task were the selection time

and the error rate. I also distinguished between soft errors and hard

errors, i.e. errors on the first step (selection of a cluster of characters)

and the second step (the actual character selection). I removed 1.46%

of the data considered as outliers, i.e. with a selection time more than

three standard deviations from the mean.
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Figure 5.9: Experiment 2 Soft Error

Figure 5.10: Experiment 2 Hard Error

5.2.5.1 Error Rate

I found a significant main effect of Design [F3,56=6.71, p<0.01, ηp2=0.49]

on error rate. Tap-4-8 leads to more errors than all the other de-

signs[p<0.05]. I did not find any improvement over time [F1,56=0.00001,

p=0.99]. There was no significant difference between Design regarding

soft errors [F3,56=2.64, p=0.08](5.9). For the hard error type, I found

a significant main effect of Design [F3,56=14.67, p<0.0001, ηp2=0.68].
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Not surprisingly, Tap-4-8 leads to more hard errors than all the other

designs [p<0.01] (5.10).

Figure 5.11: Experiment 2 Selection Time

5.2.5.2 Selection Time

I performed two-way ANOVAs on log-transformed successful data

and accounted for repeated measures by treating participants as a

random variable. I used multiple pairwise t-test comparisons with a

Bonferroni correction for post-hoc tests. I did not find any significant

effect of Design on the selection time [F3,56=2.23, p=0.12] (5.11). There

was a learning effect [F1,56=88.41, p<0.0001, ηp2=0.93]: participants

were faster at the end than at the beginning with all designs. There

was no interaction effect.
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5.2.6 Discussion

Except for Tap-4-8, all designs hold promising results, without sig-

nificant differences regarding the selection time and the error rate.

Participants preferred the 6-6 design (5.8, 2). However, there is no

clear distinction between Tap and Touch-and-Lift input methods. Yet,

"[with Tap] there is no going-back in case of error" (P1). Thus, I chose

Lift-6-6 as a basis for ThumbText.
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6.1 experiment 3 .a : technique evaluation in difficult

context

Figure 6.1: Heatmap based on error rate

I generated a heatmap (6.1) based on ’lift-6-6’ results. As landing

precision (soft error) indicates, the bottom-center area (where ’W’, ’D’,

’L’, ’R’, ’A’, and ’G’ are) was the most error-prone cell. However, once

participants managed to land correctly in this cell, the following se-

lection of characters was easy (hard error). I explore how Thumb-

Text performs under difficult conditions against existing techniques,

namely SwipeBoard [13], and H4-Writer [36]. My baseline techniques

demonstrate considerably high performance in their original evalua-
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tions (19.58 words-per-minute, 20.4 WPM, respectively). H4-Writer’s

layout uses only four areas, which should lead to good results on my

ring touchpad based on results from experiment 1. SwipeBoard uses

swipe gestures to select characters. I hence want to evaluate how Tap

(H4-Writer), and Touch-and-lift (ThumbText) perform against swipe

gestures that is not considered in the previous experiments. The

study uses my ring prototype as the input device for all three tech-

niques, and the iMacwear M7 smartwatch as a wearable display. All

techniques are hence used as an indirect text-entry method. The lay-

out was divided into a 9-cells to replicate SwipeBoard’s original, and

into a 4-cells radial layout for H4-Writer. I adapted the protocol from

previous work to simulate expert performances [13] in a reasonably

short time. I used a subset of 6 characters deliberately difficult for

ThumbText, instead of choosing letters fair for all techniques - which

might be impossible without introducing a bias for each of the tech-

nique. This also allows to determine the lowest performance of my

technique: any other context will hence lead to similar or better text-

entry rates. I chose the letters (’U’, ’F’, ’B’, ’P’, ’I’, ’L’), leading to 17

4-letters words such as ’FLIP’ or ’BLIP’. With ThumbText, these letters

(i) all require a sequence of touch-slide-lift actions, and (ii) are placed

on error-prone cells (6.1). For H4-Writer, this resulted in 1 character

using 2 taps, 4 characters using 3 taps, and 1 character using 4 taps.

With SwipeBoard, all characters require two actions.
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6.1.1 Experiment Design

The task used a repeated-measure within-participant design with

Technique (ThumbText, SwipeBoard, and H4-Writer) and Block (1 to

8) as independent variables. The ordering of Technique was counter-

balanced across participants using a Latin-square design. The exper-

iment consisted of two sessions separated by at least 2h and at most

by 24h. A session was divided into 3 sections: one per Technique. Each

section consisted of 4 blocks, with each block involving 5 sets. A set

consisted of 7 trials containing one word randomly picked in the set

of 17 words generated via my 6 letters. I collected 2 sessions × 3 Tech-

nique × 4 blocks × 5 sets × 7 trials = 840 words per participants, for a

total of 7560 acquisitions.

6.1.2 Participants

I recruited 9 participants (3 females), aged between 20 and 25 (M=22,

SD=1.41). Participants received a 15 dollars gift card for their partici-

pation. All participants had more than 3 years experience with touch

sensitive devices.

6.1.3 Procedure

The experiment lasted about 90 minutes per session and per partic-

ipant. Participants filled a questionnaire to get qualitative data after

the second session. Participants could rest between sets. The word to
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enter was displayed on top of the smartwatch screen, with the tran-

scribed word right underneath. In case of an incorrect input, the tran-

scribed word turned red and participants had to correct the error. A

trial automatically ended as soon as the transcribed word matched

the target word. No training was provided as I wanted to evaluate the

learning process.

6.1.4 Result

I report standard text-entry metrics when applicable [3, 46]. For

instance, since participants had to input the correct word to end a

trial, the number of Unnoticed Error and the Minimum String Dis-

tance are always 0, leading to a Minimum String Distance Error Rate

of 0 percent. I focus my analysis on three quantitative metrics (words-

per-minute, total error rate, and keystroke per character) and on qual-

itative feedback. Each metric is calculated with the following formulas

[3]:

WPM =
|Transcribed Text| − 1

Seconds
× 60× 1

5

TotalER =
UnnoticedError + CorrectedError

|Corrected|+ UnnoticedError + CorrectedError
× 100%

KSPC =
|InputStream|
|TranscribedText|

Transcribed Text is the final input text entered by the participants.
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Unnoticed Error is the number of unnoticed errors in Transcribed

Text.

Corrected Error is the number of noticed error not appear in Tran-

scribed Text.

Corrected is the characters entered by the participants correctly.

Input Stream is the text containing all keystrokes including edit-

ing keys.

I performed two-way ANOVAs on log-transformed data and ac-

counted for repeated measures by treating participants as a random

variable. Post-hoc tests used multiple pairwise t-test comparisons

with a Bonferroni correction. Figures show non-transformed data.

6.1.4.1 Words-per-minute - WPM

I found a significant main effect of Technique [F2,18=14.64, p<0.0001,

ηp2=0.65] and Block [F7,18=35.06, p<0.0001, ηp2=0.81] on the text-entry

rate. Post-hoc tests show that ThumbText (8.47±2.45 wpm) allows for

higher wpm values than SwipeBoard (6.96±1.29 wpm) [p<0.05] and

H4-Writer (6.19±2.02 wpm) [p<0.05] in the 8th block. I didn’t find

interaction effect between Technique and Block.

6.1.4.2 Total Error Rate - Total ER

I did not find any significant effect from Technique on the total error

rate [F2,18=2.27, p=0.13]. I found a significant main effect of Block

on the total error rate [F7,18=3.47, p<0.005, ηp2=0.30], as participants

managed to decrease the number of errors from 11.96±7.08% in the
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Figure 6.2: Words-per-minute of each technique

1st block to 7.94±3.96% in the last block. I also found an interaction

effect between Technique and Block [F14,18=2.25, p<0.05].

6.1.4.3 Keystrokes Per Character - KSPC

I found a significant main effect of Technique [F2,18=25.77, p<0.0001,

ηp2=0.76] and Block [F7,18=6.30, p<0.0001, ηp2=0.44] on the KSPC. I

also found an interaction effect between Technique and Block [F14,18=2.94,

p<0.005, ηp2=0.26]. With SwipeBoard, KSPC reaches a plateau after

the 3rd block around 2.75±0.61. Nearly constant KSPC values indi-
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Figure 6.3: Error rates of each technique

cates that the increase of text-entry rates is most likely due to a motor-

skills learning. With ThumbText, KSPC reaches a plateau after 2nd

block around 3.53±0.29.

6.2 experiment 3 .b : technique evaluation in normal con-

text

I next evaluate ThumbText without focusing on characters explic-

itly difficult to input. For this, I choose characters based on H4-Writer.
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Figure 6.4: Keystroke per character of each technique

H4-Writer optimizes the complete set of characters based on their fre-

quency. Evaluating techniques with characters spread out along this

frequency range allows to evaluate techniques in a normal context (i.e.

not designed to be difficult or easy). In this comparison, I chose letters

spread out across the range of number of Tap action of H4-Writer: (’E’,

’A’, ’D’, ’R’, ’B’, ’Z’), leading to a set of 14 4-letters words (e.g., ’BADE’

and ’RAZE’). This allows to evaluate the techniques based on the En-

glish letter frequency. Thus, H4-Writer uses two characters using 2

taps, two characters using 3 taps, one character using 4 taps, and one
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character using 5 taps. ThumbText uses two characters needing 1 tap,

and four characters needing a sequence of tap-slide-lift actions. With

SwipeBoard, all characters require two actions. I expect H4-Writer’s

performance to incur a drop of performance compared to the previous

study, and SwipeBoard’s performance to remain the same.

6.2.1 Participants

I recruited new 9 participants (3 females), aged between 22 and 30

(M=26.1, SD=2.84) for the experiment. All of them had more than 2

years of experience with touch sensitive devices and one participant

had more than 3 years of experience with wearable devices (including

smart wristband). The experiment followed the exact same protocol

and procedure as Experiment 3a.

6.2.2 Result

Overall, text-entry metrics (i.e. WPM, Total ER, and KSPC) follow

the same trends as in the previous experiment.

6.2.2.1 Words-per-minute - WPM

I found a significant main effect of Technique [F2,18=35.96, p<0.0001,

ηp2=0.82] and Block [F7,18=130.74, p<0.0001, ηp2=0.94] on the text-

entry rate. Post-hoc tests show that ThumbText (11.41±2.30 wpm in

8th block) allows for higher wpm values than SwipeBoard (6.49±1.26

wpm in 8th block) [p<0.0001] and H4-Writer (6.83±1.88 wpm 8th block)
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Figure 6.5: Words-per-minute of each technique

[p<0.0001]. I also found an interaction effect [F14,18=1.80, p<0.05,

ηp2=0.18]: all techniques indicate a learning effect. However, the

learning reaches a plateau after the 4th block with H4-Writer, and the

6th block with SwipeBoard and ThumbText. Interestingly, SwipeBoard

is significantly faster than H4-Writer only during the first block [p<0.05],

while ThumbText provides faster entry-rates than the two other tech-

niques in all blocks [p<0.01].
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Figure 6.6: Error rates of each technique

6.2.2.2 Total Error Rate - Total ER

As in the previous experiment, I did not find any significant effect

from Technique on the total error rate [F2,18=3.51, p=0.055]. I found

a significant main effect of Block on the total error rate [F7,18=2.91,

p<0.05, ηp2=0.27], as participants managed to decrease the number

of errors from 13.30±7.21% in the 1st block to 9.08±3.27% in the last

block. I did not find any interaction effect [F14,18=1.21, p=0.27]: only

SwipeBoard demonstrates a higher error rate than the other techniques
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during the first block, but leads to approximately the same values on

the second block.

6.2.2.3 Keystrokes Per Character - KSPC

Figure 6.7: Keystrokes Per Character of each technique

When using ThumbText and H4-Writer, participants increased their

text-entry rate without significantly decreasing their error rate. Con-

stant KSPC values support this observation (p>0.05). Thus, the in-

crease of text-entry rates is most likely due to a motor-skills learning.

On the contrary, with SwipeBoard, participants decreased their error
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rate while also reducing the KSPC value (p<0.05). This indicates that

participants learnt how to use SwipeBoard by mostly reducing the

number of input errors, and hence their input actions.

6.3 discussion

I discuss the performance measures according to both studies: diffi-

cult and normal contexts.

6.3.1 WPM

Both cases, 8.46±2.45 wpm (experiment 3.a - difficult context) and

11.41±2.30 wpm (experiment 3.b - normal context) show that my tech-

nique, ThumbText, perform significantly better than the other tech-

niques. For SwipeBoard, no significant difference was observed as

predicted (6.96±1.29 wpm, 6.49±1.26 wpm). With H4-Writer, How-

ever, text-entry rates improved from 6.19±2.02 wpm to 6.83±1.88 wpm

as predicted.

6.3.2 Total ER

From the results, I showed that no significant differences between

two experiments were observed as in the first block (11.96±7.09%,

13.30±7.21%) and the last block (7.95±3.96%, 9.08±3.27%). These sim-

ilar differences between the first block and the last block (approxi-

mately 4% each) validate my initial hypothesis.
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6.3.3 KSPC

ThumbText dropped its KSPC values from experiment 3a (3.86 in

the first block, 3.39 in the last block) to experiment 3b (2.70, 2.53 re-

spectively) as predicted due to different character set used. SwipeBoard

and H4-Writer, however, didn’t change their KSPC values as predicted.

6.4 conclusion

First, I showed that ThumbText allows for faster text-entry rates

than SwipeBoard and H4-Writer. I argue that ThumbText, designed

step-by-step, is hence more suitable than state-of-the-art techniques

transferred to a ring touchpad.

Second, I note that in this work, SwipeBoard (6.96, 6.49 wpm) and

H4-Writer (6.19, 6.83 wpm) do not reach performances reported in

their original work, 19.58 wpm and 20.4 wpm respectively. One hy-

pothesis for this drop of performance is the different input devices

used in these studies, as already hypothesized in previous work [45].

Finally, qualitative results show that participants reported that SwipeBoard’s

QWERTY layout was an asset compared to the other techniques (P3,

P4, P7, and P8). Also, the idea is intuitive (P3, P4, P7, P9, P2’) and

the cancel action is a real advantage (P5, P9). H4-Writer was easy to

use (P1, P9, P1’, P2’), but participants noted the learning curve (P1,

P2, P3, P5, P6, and P7) and the number of taps to enter a character

(P3, P4, and P7). Participants also noticed the unusual layout used

by ThumbText (P2, P6, P7, and P8). However, participants considered
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ThumbText as fast, convenient (P1, P3, P7, P9, P1’, P2’), and easy to

use (P1, P5, P8). Two participants reported some fatigue while using

ThumbText (P2, P6). Overall, participants preferred ThumbText and

H4-Writer to SwipeBoard.

6.5 experiment 4 : device effect

In my final experiment, I study (1) how ThumbText performs with

different wearable displays, and (2) to compare ThumbText to a base-

line. I choose SwipeBoard[13] as (1) it shows good performances for

non-predictive smartwatch input, and (2) it uses swiping gestures that

meet our requirements, i.e. one-handed modes as well as being usable

on our small ring touchpad.

6.5.1 Participants

12 participants (7 females), aged between 21 and 31 (M=23.7, SD=2.8)

volunteered for the experiment. All of them had more than 3 years of

experience with touch sensitive devices and one participant had more

than 3 years of experience with wearable devices (smartwatch).

6.5.2 Procedure

The experiment lasted on average 75 minutes per participant after

which they filled a questionnaire. The task in the experiment con-

sisted in inputting characters to transcribe full sentences. The sen-
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tence to transcript was displayed on top of the display. The input

sentence was displayed as participants entered characters in a textbox

positioned below the presented sentence. Participants could rest be-

tween sentences.

6.5.3 Experimental Design

The independent variables were the Device (smartwatch, smartglasses)

and the Technique (ThumbText, SwipeBoard). The ordering of De-

vice and Technique was counterbalanced between participants using

a Latin-square design. The experiment was divided into two sections

(one for each Technique). Each section consisted in two blocks (one

per Device). In each condition, participants had to enter 2 practice sen-

tences followed by 12 sentences. Participants had to input two ’space’

characters in order to validate the trial. Sentences were randomly

taken from the sentences set from Mackenzie et al. [35]. I made sure

that these random sentences had a maximum length of 5 words in

order to keep the experiment reasonably short ( 100 minutes). This ex-

perimental design resulted in 2 Device × 2 Technique × 12 sentences

= 48 sentences per participants, for a total of 576 sentences.

6.5.4 Result

My dependent variables are the trial time and the error rate. I re-

fine analysis with the standard text-entry metrics found in the liter-

ature [3, 46]. I hence present these error rate measures along with
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Figure 6.8: WPM Comparing between two devices

Figure 6.9: KSPC Comparing between two devices

the WPM measure to compare ThumbText and SwipeBoard. Because

inputting two ’space’ characters lead to early validations with Thumb-

Text and numerous additional characters with SwipeBoard, I only con-

sidered trials with a transcribed text length between 60% and 140%

of the presented text length. I removed 2.08% of the data (4 trials
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for SwipeBoard and 8 trials for ThumbText). I performed two-ways

ANOVAs and accounted for repeated measures by treating partici-

pants as a random variable. I did not find any main effect of Device

on all metrics nor interaction effect with Technique. Thus, I report

only results regarding Techniques compared with paired t-tests. I dis-

cuss only significant differences between ThumbText and SwipeBoard.

With ThumbText, participants were faster than with SwipeBoard. This

is promising as participants needed to visually search the characters

since they did not know the keyboard layout. ThumbText allows for

4.9 WPM. This value is slightly higher than the one we predicted in

the previous experiment and could be a result of learning (albeit kept

to a minimum in this study).

I also found large error rates for SwipeBoard. I obtained values

higher than the one reported in previous studies involving SwipeBoard,

i.e. 17.48%. I offer three explanations:

1. Experimental protocol: In my experiment, incorrect selections were

added to the input sentence without any feedback. In contrast,

participants in previous studies received feedback in case of er-

rors [13], or the incorrect character was not added to the input

sentence [21]. Thus, my participants had to (and were instructed

to) correct their errors without help from the experimental pro-

tocol. This hypothesis goes along with the next one,

2. Diagonal swipe gestures: It appears that performing a diagonal

swipe gesture with the thumb on the ring touchpad was dif-

ficult. This is confirmed by qualitative feedback from partici-

pants (9/12) who explicitly mentioned the difficulty to enter the
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’space’ and ’backspace’ characters, placed by executing two diag-

onals consecutively (lower left for Backspace, and lower right for

Space). Thus, a correction often resulted in an additional error

due to the difficulty to select the ’backspace’ key. This lead to

a recursive scenario in which participants then had to enter two

’backspace’ characters, potentially leading to additional errors.

3. Direct vs. Indirect input: SwipeBoard and other similar smart-

watch techniques were designed for direct input, i.e. non-distinct

visual and input spaces. In my case, the device operates using

indirect input. This indirectness, necessitates a ’guessing’ phase,

to decide the swiping direction. For instance, distinguishing a

diagonal swipe vs. a horizontal swipe without sight could mis-

lead users.

Although I adapted SwipeBoard for text-entry on a miniature sur-

face, the use of diagonal swipe gestures is detrimental when using

the thumb on a ring touchpad. The ring input is suited at transfer-

ring across displays since performance metrics were not affected by

the display type.
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C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K S

7.1 the technique : thumbtext

Figure 7.1: Example entering ’c’ with the technique

ThumbText uses a 2×3 discretization of the ring touchpad for both

steps of the character selection: selecting a cluster (tap) and select-

ing a character (slide and lift). ThumbText hence extends the family

of techniques proposing multiple characters per area [1, 43], disam-

biguated by a slide-and-lift action [39, 44]. For the ThumbText final

design, although I determined that this discretization (2x3) was the

most efficient, I also need to determine the effect of the cell position

on performances. Cells in the middle column are more error prone

than cells on the left and right sides of the ring. This is likely due to
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the fact that the edge areas can benefit from haptic feedback from the

sides of ring.

7.2 discussion

I first highlight how ThumbText used on a ring touchpad meets

my requirements and overcome my challenges. I then discuss how

this work and ThumbText fit in the body of work related to text-entry

techniques.

7.2.1 Requirements and Challenges

I designed ThumbText on a ring touchpad to meet my requirements

for a universal text-entry technique on wearable devices. ThumbText

uses an indirect input so that it can be used with any wearable dis-

play. I showed that ThumbText can transfer between devices without

any loss of performances. In addition, I instructed participants to

use ThumbText eyes-free during my experiments, ensuring that users

could use ThumbText while being mobile. Mobility is also enabled

by the fact that the ring can be used with one hand without being

actively held. The ring is convenient and always accessible. Small

finger inputs on the ring touchpad allow ThumbText to be resistant

to environment noises and minimizes the input footprint. The small

form factor of both my ring touchpad and current wearable devices

introduces challenges for designing a text-entry technique. I reported

a multi-step design process through formal studies to assess a target
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layout (experiment 1 and 2) and an input technique (experiment 2)

well suited for the ring form-factor. With ThumbText, novice users

can input text with a speed of 4.86 WPM, with a total error rate be-

low 20.15%. I further discuss these metrics in the following section. I

aimed at providing a text-entry solution that could be used in combi-

nation of numerous wearable displays.

7.2.2 ThumbText and Previous Work

I put into perspective performance metrics obtained with Thumb-

Text and other established techniques from the literature. I consider

two commonly reported metrics: WPM and KSPC.

7.2.2.1 WPM

With ThumbText, novice users have an entry speed of 4.86 WPM

(Experiment 4 - Device Effect). This is a value similar or higher

than the ones reported in previous work regarding novice perfor-

mances. For instance, novice users have an entry speed of 2-3 WPM

with MDITIM during the first session [27], 3.7 WPM with GesText

[28], 5.9 WPM with InclineType [20], 9.09 WPM [13] or 4.5 WPM

[21] with SwipeBoard, but only 3.27 WPM with SwipeBoard on my

miniature ring touchpad, 7.66 WPM with PalmType [48], 7.6 WPM

[41] or 6.0 WPM [32] with Zoomboard, 5.4 WPM with Zshift [32],

7.7 WPM with H4-Writer [36], 5.27 WPM with H4-TEG [5][3], or 6.5

WPM with EdgeWrite [52]. Although not exhaustive, this lists shows

that even with challenges of a small ring touchpad, ThumbText offers
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a text-entry speed (4.86 WPM) in the range of the average (5.62 WPM)

plus/minus the standard deviation (1.95 WPM) of these techniques.

This is promising as I showed that my ring form factor operated with

the thumb dropped the performances of SwipeBoard from 9 WPM to

3.27 WPM. Other text-entry techniques might suffer from the same

effect when operated with the thumb on a small input surface.

7.2.2.2 KSPC

ThumbText has a KSPC of 1.37, which is less than 2.93 with Quik-

Writing [43], 3.05 with MDITIM [27], 1.84 with ZoomBoard [41], 4.3 for

EdgeWrite [52], or 1.5 with ZShift [32]. This indicates that the cost of

committing errors and fixing them is theoretically lower with Thumb-

Text than with other techniques. Interestingly, the performance met-

rics reported in this work for ThumbText are consistent across wear-

able devices. This indicates that the indirect input offered by the ring

combined with the graphical interface of ThumbText can be used on

different device without loss of performance.

7.3 conclusion

The growing use of wearable devices opens opportunities for novel

input techniques. This requires users to adapt to the way they interact

with each device. In this thesis, I introduce ThumbText, a text-entry

technique that works across multiple wearable devices to help users

from learning multiple device-dependent text-entry techniques. With

this technique, users select characters on a ring touchpad. This setup
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allows ThumbText to meet multiple requirements for wearable text-

entry situations such as one-handed input. I present the results of a

multipart design process for the design of ThumbText. ThumbText

uses a two-step selection process with a seamlessly continuous touch-

slide-lift action of the thumb on the touchpad. The ring touchpad is

discretized using a 2×3 grid. Each cell contains 6 characters. First,

users select a group of letters by touching the ring touchpad. The 6

corresponding characters fill the 6 cells. For the second step, users

can slide their thumb on the touchpad and lift to confirm the selec-

tion. I designed ThumbText so that frequent letters are positioned on

less error-prone cells. Then, I validated ThumbText and demonstrated

that (1) ThumbText offers faster text-entry speed than established text-

entry techniques, namely SwipeBoard and H4-Writer in wearable con-

text, and (2) ThumbText can be used across multiple wearable displays

without loss of performance.

7.4 future work

In addition to the evaluation of ThumbText with auto-correct and

prediction features, there are a few aspects to be examined in the fu-

ture.

Longitudinal study: I only performed shorter-version of text en-

try evaluations. This limits the coverage of characters studied.

ThumbText evaluations (experiment 3 and experiment 4) do not

cover all letters, only subsets of letters (Experiment 3 covers 20%

of English characters’ frequency, and experiment 4 covers 32%).
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Figure 7.2: Concept image of user entering text with ThumbText

Considering both experiments, I covered over 50% of letter fre-

quency. A longitudinal study can be performed with in-field

popular phrase set [35] for at least a few days (multiple sessions)

to cover greater than 95% English characters frequency.

Feature added technique: I was able to determine the users-only

performances (8.47 wpm in a difficult context) without any aids

from computer,meaning that I did not evaluate the full poten-

tial of ThumbText offered by longitudinal study. Results from

previous work show maximum of a 82% increase in text-entry

rates depending on the presented words [25, 37] that also can be

further optimized with auto-correction and/or prediction mech-

anisms. This indicates that ThumbText could theoretically allow

for well over 20 wpm. However, this result remains to be scien-

tifically validated via user experiments.
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Large pool of participants: The sample sizes were not large in

experiment 3 (a and b). This can be addressed in the future work

by having large pool of participants where the sample size is

greater number (e.g. n=15) than the number used in experiment

3 (i.e. n=9) However, the effect sizes, which are independent

from sample sizes, were unanimously high according to Cohen’s

rule of thumb [14]. I also observed p values <.05. Therefore, I

believe that my data, even with small sample sizes, captured

phenomena nicely.

In-situ study: All the studies in this thesis were conducted in

a controlled lab environment. My current prototype is able to

communicate via Bluetooth wireless so that the study can be

conducted in various environments including realistic scenar-

ios including walking, hand-busy situations. This will evaluate

ThumbText’s realistic performance.

Guessability study: I tested two different interaction styles (Tap-

tap, and Tap-Slide-Lift). In a guessability study in the future,

I can invite potential users to come up with other interaction

and interface design with current prototype and also possible

integration/improvement of prototype.

Virtual reality application: Since it offers good opportunity to

work with virtually any kind of display, in the future, I can inte-

grate ThumbText device with virtual reality head worn display

so that it can be operated within virtual reality environment. It

will also validate its usage without looking at the device (i.e.

eyes-free to the input device)
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a.1 supplement materials

a.1.1 Raw visualization of touch input from Experiment 1

Figure A.1: Visualization of Linear with index finger

Figure A.2: Visualization of Grid with index finger
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Figure A.3: Visualization of Radial with index finger

Figure A.4: Visualization of Linear with middle finger
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Figure A.5: Visualization of Grid with middle finger

Figure A.6: Visualization of Radial with middle finger

a.1.2 Set of Words used in Experiments

Word set for experiment 3a = bill, blip, buff, bulb, bull, fill, flip, flub,
fuff, full, luff, lull, pili, pill, puff, pull, pulp

Word set for experiment 3b = adze, bade, bard, bare, bead, bear,
brad, bred, dare, daze, dear, drab, raze, read
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b.1 consent form sample for experiment

 

 
 

 
Informed Consent Agreement 

 
Please read this consent agreement carefully before you decide to participate in the study. 
 
Purpose of the research study: The purpose of the study is to gain knowledge of human thumb precision on small touchpad when it is 
in eye-free condition, and to evaluate and compare the precision under different number of conditions. 
 
Research Project Title: TBD 
 
Researchers:  Junhyeok Kim (kimj3415@cs.umanitoba.ca) 

Dr. William Delamare (William.Delamare@imag.fr) 
Supervisor: Professor Dr. Pourang Irani (irani@cs.umanitoba.ca) 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this project is to develop new text entry technique for touch enabled ring type device. This study, as part of 
the project, is to see how precise human can comfortably interact with given number of cells divided on virtual space without looking 
at their hand. We use touchpad to capture touch input from participants’ thumb and gyroscope on the ring to capture rotational data 
while operating/interacting with the ring.  
 
This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference, is only part of the process of informed consent. 
It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more details 
about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to ask. Please take the time to read this carefully 
and to understand any accompanying information. 
 
Participation in this study is voluntary, and will take approximately 1.0 hour of your time. For this study you will be asked to perform 
tap gestures on touch pad built on top of ring, for coloured target as accurate, quickly as possible on the screen before you. After you 
complete the tasks you will be asked to complete a questionnaire. All information you provide is considered completely confidential; 
your name will not be included or in any other way associated, with the data collected in the study. Data collected during this study 
will be used for academic research and publication purpose in anonymous form. You can also get access to the summary of our 
findings or the paper, if requested via email. In addition, data will be retained for a period of maximum of one year after publication of 
results in a locked office in the EITC building, University of Manitoba, to which only researchers associated with this study have 
access. All data will be destroyed by 07/2017. 
 
Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the information regarding participation in the 
research project and agree to participate as a subject.  In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, 
or involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities.  You are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and /or 
refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. To withdraw, simply inform the 
researchers above.  Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for 
clarification or new information throughout your participation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participant’s Signature ________________________ Date ____________ 
 
Researcher’s Signature ________________________ Date ____________ 
 
 
  

Figure B.1: A sample informed consent form for participant
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